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Between GIORGINA MONAOELLA 

And 

widow of ALLAN DOUGLAS WALL, 

suing on her own behalf and as 

representative of 

JOHN ANDRE HERBERT SIHPSON 

ANO 

LORRAINE HARY WALL, 

wife of John Andre Herbert Simpson 

AND 
WILLIAM WALTER CHARLES ABRAMS 

AND 
JOAN BETTY FOOT 

wife of William Walter Charles Abrams 

AND 

TIMOTHY RALPH RINGSOORE 

AND 
SHONA HcLEAN, 

wife of Timothy Ralph Ringsdore 

TERESA ROSE ROLLAND 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

The representation of Giorgina Monaeella, widow of Allan Douglas 

Wall et al. 

DEPUTY BAILIFF: Now, in view of the objections raised to an Order, 

now, for a Vue de Vicomte, the Court will not make one and we 

hope as a result there will be no greater delay. So, Miss Roll and, 

I I 11 address you direct, will you stand up, please. You have 

heard the undertaking that I've proposed. If we make the Order 

that we have made about the drawing of straight lines, will you 

give an undertaking to the Court that you will not obstruct the 

area between the two lines and between the top of the ramp and 

the first line in any manner whatsoever? 

DEFENDANT: Yes, Sir. 

DEPUTY BAILIFF: Thank you, you may sit down. Very well, I repeat 

the Court's Order; the parties will draw a straight line joining 

the tvm studs that are visible on the roadway surface and extend 

it westwards to the line of the west wall of the ramp and eastward 

to the limit of the defendant's property. The parties will draw 
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another straight line parallel with the first and at a distance 

of seven feet nine inches to the south of the first and extending 

westwards to the line of the east wall of the ramp. The defendant 

has undertaken to the Court, which is equivalent to an Injunction, 

that she will not obstruct the area between the two lines and 

between the top of the ramp and the first line in any manner 

whatsoever. On that undertaking the Court adjourns the further 

hearing of the substantive issues sine die. The costs of today 

will be paid on a full indemnity basis by the defendant. Now, 

Miss Rolland, will you please stand. We have not taken any action 

today on the basis of your breach of previous Injunctions because 

we have been anxious to settle the matter for the future. But 

you have now given a solemn undertaking to this Court 

DEFENDANT: Yes, Sir. 

DEPUTY BAILIFF: And if there is any further breach of today's under

taking in any manner whatsoever, it will be reported to me by 

Mr Begg and I ••ill sign an Order for you to be convened and it 

will really be a definite contempt of Court and you can expect 

to be punished for that contempt. Do you understand? 

DEFENDANT: Yes, Sir. 

DEPUTY BAILIFF: Very well, thank you. The matter stands adjourned. 




